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BY TOMAS GUTIERREZ

TABLE 1. SUPPLY AND DEMAND

CHINAʼS STEEL OUTLOOK
REMAINS POSITIVE, BUT
BUMPY

Chinaʼs return from the Spring Festival holiday has disappointed many in steel and raw materials
markets. As previously noted, expectations for the return of demand had been overhyped, when
there were so many factors which could delay any real rebound. A reassessment of the demand
outlook for the year is underway in the market and prices are starting to come off a little.

There remains however significant potential for upside later in the year. Not only are aggressive
measures in place to boost the economy by Q2, any sign of failure is likely to trigger more policy
response as China has now committed itself to an economic rebound.

Signals over the last few weeks need to be picked apart in order to assess their impact on
expectations, as the timing of the next rebound will be key to markets both inside and outside
China.

Covid
China is sounding very bullish on Covid, despite its decision to stop releasing high frequency
Covid data. Data in January showed a couple of important trends. Firstly, infection rates were very
high. Chinaʼs population went into this last wave with relatively little exposure to Covid, putting

Source: Kallanish. Million Tonnes

FIGURE 1. STEEL PRODUCTION AND DEMAND 2019-2022

Source: Kallanish. Million Tonnes
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it at high risk of infection.
That will not be the case
going forward, with most of
the population having had
Covid at some point in the
last two months.

Second, infection rates
mirrored each other in cities
and the countryside. This
was against our expectations
that cities would experience
a first wave and rural areas a
second wave linked to the
Spring Festival migration. If
rural areas are also coming

off the back of the last wave, the return from the Spring Festival holiday could be less affected
than previously feared.

It is also important that hospital capacity is reportedly recovering. This will help boost confidence
and consumption in cities especially. Consumption generally is starting to recover. Over the
Spring Festival holiday, a key period for consumer industries, the total number of domestic trips
increased 75.8% from last yearʼs holiday. This was still 47% lower than in 2019, but at least some
consumers are beginning to spend more money. There is certainly anecdotal evidence of younger
urban Chinese citizens having recovered from Covid and deciding they want to go back to living
their lives.

Some ongoing impact from Covid will be inevitable, and Chinaʼs respite may be short lived. There
does however appear to be a possible window of perhaps a few months for the economy to
recover before another wave emerges. As this coincides with the seasonally strong second
quarter, it should bump some of the more bearish forecasts for steel demand closer to our current
outlook.

GDP
China is targeting a strong recovery in GDP growth this year. Local governments are heeding the
clarion call from Beĳing to ramp up local economies. Guangdong province, which accounted for
around 10% of Chinese GDP in 2022, grew just 1.9% last year, the slowest since 1978. Local city
leaders in the province have now pledged 5-7% growth for this year.

Shanghai meanwhile is targeting over 5.5% GDP growth in 2023 after GDP fell 0.2% in 2022. Its
plan is also very focussed on consumption. Measures include tax breaks for SMEs, cash rewards
for retailers, subsidies for New Energy Vehicles and green home appliances etc.

In order to get the economy moving at such a fast pace, China will have to boost consumption
rapidly, but faces some important barriers. Household income has been hit by lower employment
and stalled salaries over the Covid years. Employment is now a key issue that is holding back the
recovery. China is in fact willing to sacrifice some economic efficiency, and productive investment,
in order to boost employment in the short term. The National Development and Reform
Commission (NDRC) has clarified in new guidelines for its work relief programme effective 1
March that employment is the key determinant. Projects that receive financing from the
programme should prioritise employing people over buying equipment, and should employ locals

FIGURE 2. TOP TEN PROVINCE HAVE HIGHER GDP TARGETS

Source: Asia Briefing, Kallanish
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Do you want to keep reading?
SUBSCRIBE TO THE KALLANISH CHINA STTEL INTELLIGENCE REPORT

China Steel Intelligence is a monthly report put together by our expert team of analysts based in Shanghai. If you
are already a subscriber to KallanishSteel you qualify for an additional discount. The pricing options for 12 month
subscriptions are available below.

Option 1: CSI US$ 4000
Option 2: CSI, KallanishSteel Subscriber Rate US$ 3400 SAVE 15%
Option 3: CSI + KallanishSteel Bundle US$ 6418 SAVE 15%

Every month you will receive: PDF Report, Excel statistical supplement, 10-15 pages, Supply and demand
forecasts, End use sector data, Trade data, Macro economic overview.

If you found this China Steel Intelligence interesting please let us know, we would love to hear from you. Please send your
feedback to the editorial team: editorial@kallanish.com No distribution is permitted without the prior consent of Kallanish. To
find out about multiple user accounts or corporate subscription packages please contact us on info@kallanish.com or on +44
208 735 6520. Use of any information or material provided by Kallanish is entirely at your risk and in no circumstances is
Kallanish responsible for any loss, damage or other negative consequence of use of information or material by you or anyone
else.

CONTACT KALLANISH
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